
JEEP® CHEROKEE



BORN OF AUTHENTIC JEEP® BRAND DNA. 

The Jeep® Cherokee raises the bar with superior on-road ride, handling and fuel economy, best in-class 4x4 

capability and top-notch technology. This is for those who require both form and substance. Perfectly sized 

to perform with sophisticated, efficient skill, the Jeep® Cherokee goes far and wide with its legendary Jeep® 

brand DNA.

Engineered to excel on all terrain, designed to hit the mark in any situation, Jeep® Cherokee invites the 

adventurer in you to get out and experience the best of all worlds. From every point of view.



WILD IS THE BEAUTY.

The Jeep® Cherokee is designed for the future with a fresh and aggressive exterior that honours its legendary 

heritage: its shape looks amazing even to the most demanding eye. It has a powerful stance, an aggressive wheel-

to-body proportion and a commanding road presence. Fluid, sleek exterior lines highlight the efficient, wind-

splitting upper body of the Jeep® Cherokee. The rugged, protective lower body conveys the legendary capability 

that is a characteristic of every Jeep®  vehicle. 

A first glance is enough to understand that the Jeep® Cherokee is a gritty and mighty vehicle on any terrain and 

in all weather conditions.



MADE TO HIT 
THE MARK.

Every sculpted inch of the Jeep®  Cherokee has 

been thoughtfully designed to be efficient and 

capable. Go explore it in the detail, starting from 

the traditional seven-slot grille that stays true to 

its Jeep® brand roots, with daring, sleek daytime 

running lights adding the next generation of 

safety and design distinction. Notice also, the 

CommandView® dual-pane sunroof that offers 

wide-open viewing, day or night. It includes a 

power sliding glass front panel and a fixed glass 

panel with power sunshade in the rear.



Model shown Cherokee Limited



Model shown Cherokee Limited with
optional Vesuvio interior

THE CHEROKEE 
SOUL HAS 
NEVER BEEN 
SO FIGHTING FIT.

The Jeep®  Cherokee introduces a unique, 

fashionable style into the Jeep® range. Just take 

a look at all the details and you will also discover 

a premium, well-crafted interior with an extensive 

use of soft-touch materials: a sophisticated blend of 

hand-sculpted fluid shapes, high-quality materials, 

innovative colour and material choices, precision 

craftsmanship, state-of-the-art technology and 

features. A world of unique perfection waiting to 

be discovered. By you.



Model shown Cherokee Limited with
optional Vesuvio interior



DISCOVER A  
WORLD-CLASS 
INTERIOR.

Discover its driver-oriented cockpit, loaded with 

easy-to-use, handy technology. Sit comfortably on 

its finest Nappa leather trim, power-adjustable, 

heated seats standard on the Limited version.  The 

60/40 split second-row seats adjust fore and aft for 

increased passenger comfort and cargo flexibility.



Model shown Cherokee Limited 
with Morocco Black interior



BEST-IN-CLASS 
4X4 CAPABILITY.

The Jeep®  Cherokee takes legendary 4x4 

capability to the next level for those who desire 

the distinct advantages of an all-weather, 

all-terrain Jeep®. It’s purposefully designed 

to adapt to your surroundings with in-born 

confidence, thanks to its legendary Jeep® brand 

DNA, arriving at destinations others only dream 

of reaching.

Choose from three new 4WD systems: the 

single-speed, fully automatic Jeep® Active Drive 

I, the two-speed PTU Jeep® Active Drive II that 

offers torque management and low range and 

Jeep® Active Drive Lock (standard on Trailhawk 

version) adding a locking rear differential. So 

you can greet the sun from your hilltop home, 

crawl over boulders with ease, travel the back 

roads to town, then head to the city streets for a 

special night out.



THE POWER TO 
TACKLE MOTHER 
NATURE‘S TOUGHEST 
CONDITIONS.

The, available Selec-Terrain® System allows you 

to choose the on and off-road setting for optimum 

performance to help you successfully navigate 

specific road conditions. Up to four customised 

settings are offered: Auto, Snow, Sport and Sand/

Mud. The Trailhawk version adds the Rock setting 

to maximise off-road capability. Selec-Terrain 

electronically coordinates and optimises up to 

12 systems on any terrain providing enhanced 

vehicle control including: drivetrain control 

module, electronic brake controller, electronic 

stability control (ESC), transmission controller and 

powertrain controller.



GO EVERYWHERE. DO ANYTHING.

The Jeep® Cherokee is the first mid-size SUV to feature rear-axle disconnect, 

resulting in reduced energy loss when 4x4 capability isn’t needed – improving fuel 

efficiency. The rear-axle disconnect seamlessly switches between two and four-

wheel drive for full-time torque management and does not require input from the  

driver. The Jeep® Cherokee can take on trails and traffic with equal aplomb, thanks 

to its refined, efficient 2.4l Tigershark MultiAir L4 petrol engine or its powerful new 

3.2l Pentastar® V6 petrol engine.

3.2l V6 PENTASTAR® 

The 3.2l Pentastar V6 engine is the first derivative of the celebrated 3.6l Pentastar V6. 

It offers a refined driving experience with reduced noise, vibration and harshness, and 

exceptional power output. The 3.2l Pentastar V6 engine, together with its new, class-

exclusive 9-speed automatic transmission is avalable with the Jeep® Active Drive I or 

Jeep® Active Drive Lock 4x4 system. 

2.4l TIGERSHARK 

Efficiency and refinement are hallmarks of the 16-valve, 2.4l Tigershark MultiAir L4, 

fitted on the Jeep Cherokee. The 2.4l engine features MultiAir technology and boasts the 

second-generation ‘MultiAir2’ system that further enhances combustion control, improves 

efficiency and reduces exhaust emissions. The 2.4l Tigershark MultiAir L4 produces 130 

kW at 6 400 r/min and 229 Nm of torque at 3 900 r/min. 



# Mid-size SUV – classified by Jeep as overall length 4.5 metres to 4.8 metres.

HAVE A SMOOTH RIDE.

The Jeep® Cherokee is the first SUV in the segment to feature a 9-speed automatic transmission. It’s all about driving, comfort 

and efficiency. Electronic Range Select supports a manual shifting capability that includes over 40 individual shift maps for specific 

conditions to help maximise efficiency, performance and drivability. Thus, performance is attuned to nearly any driving demand, both  

on and off-road, and gear shifts are almost imperceptible on every terrain. 



A NEW SPECIES 
DESIGNED TO 
RISE ABOVE 
ALL OTHERS.

Introducing an exciting new species: the Jeep® 

Cherokee Trailhawk. It exemplifies Jeep® 4x4 

capability with a distinctive, aggressive look for the 

most capable Jeep® Cherokee model and the most 

capable mid-size SUV in the segment. Thanks also 

to its standard 9-speed automatic transmission 

that performs with strong, smooth precision and is 

powered by the 3.2l Pentastar® V6 engine. Numbers 

never lie: the Jeep® Cherokee Trailhawk boasts 

an approach angle of 29.9 degrees, a departure 

angle of 32.1 degrees and a breakover angle 

of 22.9 degrees. Running ground clearance is  

22.1 cm. If you want performance, this one is for you!

The “Trail Rated” badge on the Jeep
®
 Cherokee 

Trailhawk indicates that the vehicle is designed 

to perform in a variety of challenging off-road 

conditions identified by five key consumer-

oriented performance categories: traction, ground 

clearance, manoeuvrability, articulation and water 

fording.



THE EXHILARATION OF A PERFECT PERFORMANCE.

The Trailhawk achieves, aggressive approach and departure angles, compliments of the unique front and rear fascias, increased ground clearance, skid plates and Jeep® Active Drive 

Lock with locking rear differential for maximum off-road performance. The locking rear differential is selectable in any low range terrain mode, but will lock automatically when in certain 

modes, such as “Rock,” to maximise tractive effort at the tyre patch that supports it.

The Selec-Speed® of the Trailhawk takes legendary 4x4 capability to the next level: it can 

safely manage travel over steep inclines or declines by automatically adjusting the throttle 

for vehicle-controlled forward movement.

Its top performances also include absolute comfort: seats are ergonomically designed to 

support the contours of the body, are trimmed with premium cloth or quality Nappa leather 

and available as power adjustable, heated seats with memory.



DRIVING 
TOMORROW’S 
TECHNOLOGY 
TODAY.

This is a cabin that allows you to command the 

road ahead from a very comfortable and informed 

vantage point. Cherokee’s advanced technology 

delivers data that can keep you on track, handing 

you the freedom to head out with confidence. With 

the UConnect® system, you’re always connected, 

informed, entertained, and more productive. You 

can connect your compatible media device, play 

CDs, or display your photos on your UConnect® 

screen via the USB port, SD media card, or 

auxiliary port. Standard on Limited and Trailhawk 

a conveniently positioned 8,4” touch screen, offers 

a range of standard and available entertainment 

features and services, including voice command 

of navigation, hands-free phone calls, and climate 

control. This is how you advance your world, in a 

world that’s very advanced.



TECHNOLOGY CAN 
BE SO ATTRACTIVE.

The 7” TFT reconfigurable instrument cluster allows 

drivers to enjoy a customised user experience and receive 

information and vehicle feedback in the format they prefer 

while keeping their hands on the wheel and their eyes on 

the road.

The available Parallel/Perpendicular Park Assist 

System is displayed in the centre of the gauge cluster 

and operated with buttons on the steering wheel and the 

shifter. The graphic walks the driver through the steps 

necessary to utilise the park assist system.

The driver can select from a multitude of information that 

can be displayed in the centre of the gauge cluster including 

turn-by-turn navigation, speed, real-time fuel economy, 

safety warnings, available Adaptive Cruise Control, audio 

information and Jeep®-specific features including Selec-

Terrain.



PAMPERED BY 
TECHNOLOGY.

On-board comfort will exceed your expectations 

by offering intelligent and highly advanced 

technology systems.

WIRELESS CHARGING PAD
An available wireless charging pad is concealed 

in the upper tray of the centre storage. It enables 

wireless charging of any cellphone that is QI 

wireless charging capable. An integrated phone 

docking station and USB, SD, auxiliary and power 

port outlets give Cherokee the leading edge on 

technology. 

ALPINE PREMIUM AUDIO SYSTEM
Cherokee features a premium 9-speaker sound 

system with an 8” subwoofer and 506 watts 

of power, designed in tandem with Alpine®.



Model shown Cherokee Limited



PEACE-OF-MIND SAFETY & SECURITY.

Jeep Cherokee has 70 available safety and security features and was awarded the prestigious Euro NCAP five-

star rating. The steering wheel puts a wide range of controls safely at your fingertips. 

With a strong foundation forged from 65 percent high-strength steel, engineers have added a full range of active 

and passive available features to deliver peace-of-mind wherever you go. Class leading options include Adaptive 

Cruise Control Plus, ParkSense Parallel and Perpendicular Park Assist and Lane Departure Warning Plus.



TEST 2013

Model shown Cherokee Limited



AN ADVANCED SYSTEM OF SAFETY.
PARKSENSE PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR PARK 
ASSIST.  

This active guidance system automatically controls steering by 

using ultrasonic sensors that help you ease into parking spots.  

BLIND SPOT MONITORING AND REAR CROSS-PATH 
DETECTION.

These sentry systems constantly monitor the space between you 

and other drivers. When a side or rear blind spot is encroached, 

you’re notified via illuminated icons on sideview mirrors or by an 

audible chime.    

LANESENSETM LANE DEPARTURE WARNING (LDW).   

The vehicle lane position is monitored by cameras and, should the 

driver drift outside of lane boundaries or if the driver’s hands are off 

the wheel, the system provides a visual and audible warning.

7 STANDARD AIRBAGS. 

Full-length side-curtain driver inflatable knee-bolster airbag,  

seat-mounted for front occupants side thorax and advanced multi-

stage front airbags all work in tandem to help provide protection. 

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC).

A  network of safety sensors throughout the vehicle helps maintain 

vehicle control, providing instant aid should they detect you’re 

veering off your intended path. ESC coordinates Electronic Roll 

Mitigation (ERM), Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) and Brake Assist, 

All-Speed Traction Control and available Trailer Sway Control (TSC), 

prompting them into action when needed. 

ELECTRONIC ROLL MITIGATION (ERM).  

As an extension of ESC, ERM employs ESC sensors to anticipate 

potential risk situations. If things get rough, ERM takes immediate 

action to help you maintain stability and remain under control.



FORWARD COLLISION WARNING WITH CRASH MITIGATION. 

Radar sensors detect when Cherokee may be approaching another vehicle too rapidly 

and send an audible and visual alert to the driver along with providing 1.5 seconds of 

brake assistance if the driver does not react in time.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL WITH STOP & GO. 

Take the guesswork out of keeping a safe distance from the car ahead while cruising 

on the highway. The system automatically adjusts cruising speed to maintain a preset 

distance between you and the vehicle in front of you and can bring your Cherokee to a 

complete stop without driver intervention to help avoid a collision. 

RAIN BRAKE SUPPORT. 

This system automatically helps maintain optimal braking by keeping brake rotors dry in 

rainy conditions, with assistance from the Electronic Stability Control (ESC).

TRAILER SWAY CONTROL (TSC). 

Crosswinds and traffic hold no sway over you and your payload. As part of ESC, TSC helps 

keep you and the toys you are towing safely on course.



 

STAY TRUE TO 
YOURSELF.

Whether you’re climbing rugged hills or 

cruising smooth highways, raise the profile and 

capability of your Cherokee with Authentic Jeep® 

Accessories from Mopar®. You can count on 

these quality-engineered parts and accessories 

to keep your Cherokee as authentic as the day 

you bought it. For a true, seamless fit and finish, 

exact colour matches and high-quality material,  

it’s smart to choose Mopar for the life of your ride. 

New and exciting Mopar accessories for Jeep 

Cherokee are always being developed, including 

the new Cargo Management System accessories, 

rack and carriers, alloy wheels and more.

In addition, your ownership experience is supported by the Mopar Vehicle Protection extended warranty and maintenance packs. 

The most complete protection for your vehicle beyond the factory warranty, offering comprehensive coverage for all mechanical and 

electrical components with a time and mileage option to suit your driving habits. 

Mopar Vehicle Protection is factory-backed and ensures that all work is performed by factory-trained technicians using genuine parts 

at authorised repair facilities. 

For more information, terms and conditions visit www.mopar.co.za



 

LONGITUDE

LIMITED

TRAILHAWK

WHEEL
17” aluminium 
wheels

WHEEL
17’’ aluminium 
wheels

WHEEL
18’’ aluminium 
wheels

• Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with Electronic 
Roll Mitigation, Hill Start and Trailer Sway Control

• Advanced multistage front air bags
• Front and rear side-curtain and front seat-

mounted side airbags
• Driver’s side knee airbag
• Front driver and passenger active head restraint
• Tyre pressure monitoring display
• Media centre/electronics storage with power 

connections
• UConnect® Voice Command with Bluetooth 

connection
• Steering wheel-mounted audio and cruise control
• UConnect® Navigation Radio with 8.4” 

touchscreen display and integrated HVAC Control
• Cluster with 3,5” TFT  display
• 17” aluminium wheels
• Body-colour mirrors with turn signals and 

courtesy lights

• Body-colour door handles
• Bright Chrome daylight opening
• Bright roof rails
• Bi-xenon Headlights
• LED tail lights
• Front fog and cornering lights
• Automatic air conditioning dual zone with 

humidity sensor
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel
• Fold-flat front-passenger seat with in-seat 

storage
• Ambient LED lighting
• Rear 60/40 folding split recline seat with slide 

adjustment
• Jeep

®
 rack cargo management system

• Security Alarm
• Full size spare tyre
• Deep tinted sunscreen glass

Includes Longitude features, plus or replacing:
• 18” aluminium wheels
• 7” customer configurable Multi-View Display
• Leather-trimmed heated and ventilated front 

seats
• 8-way power driver seat with 4-way power 

lumbar
• Automatic headlights and rain sensor
• Bright lower fascia accents
• Electrochromatic inside rearview mirror
• ParkSense front and rear park assist

• ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera
• Power liftgate
• Power folding mirrors

Includes Longitude features, plus or replacing:
• Jeep

®
 Active Drive Lock 4WD with rear-axle locker

• Selec-Terrain® with Rock mode
• Selec-Speed® Control (Hill Ascent Control and Hill 

Descent Control)
• Off-road suspension and underbody skid plates
• 17” off-road aluminium wheels with M+S tyres
• 7” customer configurable Multi-View Display
• Off-road front and rear fascias
• Black daylight roof opening
• Premium cloth/leather seats
• All season floor mats
• Red interior accent stitching

• ParkSense front and rear park assist



Bright White

Deep Cherry Red

Brilliant Black

Granite Crystal

Eco Green

Billet Silver

True Blue Light Brown Stone Pearl Coat

Mango Tango
(for Trailhawk only)

Rhino Clear Coat



Nappa Leather/Caprice — 
Iceland – Black/Iceland Grey 
Limited (Standard),  
Longitude (Available)

Nappa Leather/Caprice with 
Pearl accent stitching — Vesuvio 
– Jeep Brown/Indigo Blue 
Limited (Standard) 

ICEL AND
A diverse landscape of glaciers, mountains and 
rugged coastline provided the inspiration for 
a timeless contrast of Black and Iceland Grey. 
Available.

MT.  VESUVIUS
This unique pairing of Indigo Blue and Jeep

®
 

Brown mirrors the evening hues of Italy’s  
Mt. Vesuvius. Open-pore Zebrano wood trim, 
Silver-coloured bezels and accent stitching 
complete the vision.  
Available.

Nappa Leather with Protein Vinyl 
and Ruby Red accent stitching —  
Grand Canyon – Jeep Brown  
Trailhawk (Available)

GR AND CANYON
Crafted after the shades of warm brown and 
amber found within the majestic cliffs of the 
Grand Canyon. Beautiful Copper-colored bezels 
and accent stitching enhance the overall rich 
appeal. 
Available.

Nappa Leather with accent 
stitching — Morocco – Black 
Longitude (Available)

Nappa Leather with Protein 
Vinyl/Rivet Cloth and Ruby Red 
accent stitching — Morocco – 
Black Trailhawk 

Nappa Leather/Caprice with 
Light Frost Beige accent 
stitching — Morocco – Black 
Limited (Standard)

Brook II Cloth/Portland Cloth —  
Morocco – Black, Longitude 
(Standard)

MOROCCO
Inspired by the magical shadows of the 
Marrakech market and the sublime 
softness of the desert, this classic 
Black interior shows off Cherokee in 
luxuriously deep tones. Available. 

INTERIOR
COLOURS & MATERIALS



WHEELBASE WIDTH

HEIGHT

LENGTH

 BR AKE SYSTEM

Type: Power, single-rate, tandem diaphragm vacuum, ABS

Front:  330 x 28 vented disc 

Rear:  2.4L 278 x 12 disc, 3.2L + 2.0L: 320 x 12 

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) 

  Four-channel, four-wheel disc antilock with active 

wheel-speed, steering wheel-angle, yaw-rate and lateral-

acceleration sensors, vehicle stability management, All-

Speed Traction Control (ATC), Brake Assist, Electronic Roll 

Mitigation (ERM) and Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD). 

 TOWING DATA (kg)

Max braked towing capacities: 

2.4 Auto - 2 200kg 

3.2 Auto (2WD/4WD) - 2 200kg 

3.2 Auto (4x4 lock) - 2 000kg

 CAPACITIES/ WEIGHTS
(kg unless otherwise specified)

Fuel Tank  (litres)  60

Curb Weight    

 2.4-litre 4x2 1650

3.2-litre 4x2 1707

 3.2-litre 4x4 1806

 3.2-litre 4x4 Lock 1936

 Payload Capacity  

(with all occupants and cargo)   454

 EXTERIOR
(mm unless otherwise specified)

  Jeep
® 

Active  Jeep
 
Active 

  Drive I Drive Lock 

 4x2 4x4 4x4

Wheelbase 2699 2700 2719

Overall Length  4623 4624 4626

Overall Width  1859 1859 1904

Track, Front 1586 1586 1619

Track, Rear 1584 1584 1626

Overall Height 
(at shark fin) 1669 1670 1722

Ground Clearance (max)  185 200 224

Approach Angle 16.9˚ 18.2˚ 29.9˚

Breakover Angle 17.8˚ 19.5˚ 22.9˚

Departure Angle  24.5 24.0 32.1˚

Water Fording N/A 482 508

 BODY/SUSPENSION

BODY DESIGN 

Unibody structure based on Chrysler and Fiat’s common 

underbody architecture strategy. All-steel frame structural 

members welded and bonded into a single unit. Constructed 

of approximately 65-percent advanced, hot-stamped 

high-strength steels, the body structure on the Cherokee is 

as solid and rigid as any in its competitive set and enables 

precise tuning and dynamic control.

SUSPENSION 

Front: MacPherson strut, one-piece aluminum subframe, 

aluminum lower control arms and knuckles, high-strength 

steel coil springs and stabilizer bar.

Rear: Multilink rear suspension, aluminum lateral links, 

isolated high-strength steel rear cradle, coil springs and 

stabilizer bar.

STEERING 

Electric power rack and pinion 

Ratio : 15.15 4x2 and 4x4, 15.36 4x4 Lock

Turns  (lock-to-lock): 

 2.56 4x2 and 4x4, 2.67 4x4 Lock

Turning Diameter  (kerb-to-kerb):

  4x2 - 11m, 4x4 - 11.6m, 4x4 lock - 12m

 INTERIOR
(mm unless specified, front/rear)

Seating Capacity   2/3 Adults

Head Room   999.9/978.2

Leg Room   1045.1/1023.2

Shoulder Room   1462.3/1399.8

Hip Room   1366.6/1268.1

Cargo Volume  

 Rear seat up  591l/714l 
 Rear seat folded   1 267l (rear seats full forward)

 POWERTR AINS

Engine 2.4 I-4 3.2 V6

Displacement (cu cm) 2360 3239

Horsepower 130 kW @ 6400 200 kW @ 6500

Torque 229 Nm @ 3900 315 Nm @ 4300

Axle Ratio 2.4-litre — 3.734 3.2-liter FWD — 3.251

Multiport fuel injection 3.2-litre — 3.517

Sequential multiport electronic, returnless

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION



• = Standard   O = Optional   OP = Optional as part of a package
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E N G I N E 

2.4 I-4 TigerShark® MultiAir2® I-4 — 9-speed 

Automatic transmission 
•

3.2 V6 VVT Pentastar® — 9-speed Automatic 

transmission
• •

C A PA B I L I T Y

Exhaust system — Single rear exhaust with 

bright tip
•

—  Dual rear exhaust with bright tips • •

Four-wheel-drive system — Jeep
®

 Active 

Drive I, single-speed 4WD
O

— Jeep Active Drive Lock, 2-speed 4WD with 

rear locker
•

Fuel door — Power-locking fuel filler door • • •

Selec-SpeedTM Control/Hill Ascent •

Selec-TerrainTM — Floor dial with five traction 

control settings (4x4 models only)
• •

Suspension — Normal-duty • •

—  Off-road suspension (packaged with 4WD 

9-speed transmission, Jeep Active Drive II)
•

E X T E R I O R

Fascias — Accent/body-colour • • •

— Rear fascia skid plate appliqué •

Grille — Chrome grille surround • •

— Accent-colour grille surround •

Hood decal (Matte Black) O

Liftgate — Power (packaged with Comfort/ 

Convenience Group)
OP OP •

Deep-tint sunscreen glass • • •

Lighting — Fog lights •
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— Fog and cornering lights • •

— Rear fog lights • • •

—  Automatic headlights, includes rain-

sensing windshield wipers (packaged with 

Comfort/Convenience Group)

• • •

—  HID headlights, includes headlight washers, 

automatic headlights and automatic 

headlight levelling system (packaged 

with Luxury Group and Safety Group)

• • •

—  Auto High-Beam Headlight Control system 

(packaged with Technology Group)
OP OP

— LED daytime running headlights • • •

— Headlights-off time delay • • •

— Black headlight bezels • • •

Mirrors — Power, heated, with courtesy lights 

and supplemental signals
• • •

— With memory (packaged with Luxury 

Group)
P

— Body-colour • •

— Accent-colour •

Roof rails — Bright • •

— Accent-colour •

Sunroof — CommandView® Dual-Pane 

Panoramic Sunroof: Full, power front, fixed 

rear

O O O

Wheels — 17-inch steel

— 17-inch painted aluminum •

— 18-inch polished aluminum •

—  17-inch Trailhawk wheels with polished face 

and Black painted pockets (packaged with 

BSW All-Season tyres)

•

Wheel flares — Off-road •

Wiper system — Front, variable/intermittent • • •

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S 
&  O P T I O N S
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—  Front, rain-sensing automatic feature • • •

— Rear, with washer • • •

I N T E R I O R

3.5-inch high-resolution Thin Film Transistor 

(TFT) cluster
•

7-inch colour TFT cluster • •

Air conditioning • • •

—  Dual-Zone Automatic Temperature Control, 

includes humidity sensor and premium air 

filter

• • •

Air filtration system • • •

Cargo area — Includes 8 cargo tie-down 

loops
• • •

—  Cargo net (packaged with Comfort/ 

Convenience Group)
OP • •

CD player — Remote, single-disc • • •

Console — Overhead front • • •

— Full-length front floor console • • •

— Instrument panel top storage bin • • •

Cup holders — Illuminated • • •

Mirrors — Rearview, with microphone • •

—  Rearview, auto-dimming with microphone •

Seats — Cloth with Portland cloth seat insert 

with Brook II cloth bolsters. 
•

—  Fabric/leather-trimmed seating with rivet 

seat insert and Nappa seat bolsters. 
•

—  Leather-trimmed seating with Nappa 

leather seat inserts and bolsters. 
OP OP •

Seats, Front — Manual 6-way driver seat • •
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Electronic Stability Control (ESC) — 

Includes vehicle stability management 

system, Electronic Roll Mitigation, All-Speed 

Traction Control, Brake Assist and four-channel 

antilock brake system 

• • •

Forward Collision Warning with Crash 

Mitigation (packaged with Technology Group)
OP OP

Hill Start Assist — Prevents vehicle from 

rolling back for 2 seconds when starting 

vehicle on an incline

• • •

Remote Proximity Enter-N-Go Entry 

(packaged with Electronics Convenience 

Group)

OP OP OP

Passive Entry/Keyless Go (Push-button Start) 

(packaged with Electronics Convenience 

Group)

OP OP OP

LANESENSETM Lane Departure Warning 

(packaged with Technology Group)
OP OP

ParkView® Rear Back-up Camera and Park 

Assist, with Dynamic Grid Lines
•

Power outlet — 12V aux • • •

— 12V in cargo area • • •

— 12V aux in instrument panel • • •

Full-size spare tyre • • •

ParkSense® Front & Rear Park Assist with 

Stop (standard on 4x4)
OP • •

Rear Cross-Path Detection — In parking lot 

situations the system will notify the driver 

if a vehicle is travelling toward the path of 

the vehicle. An audible chime will sound and 

an icon will illuminate in the exterior mirror 

(packaged with Technology Group)

OP OP

Security alarm • • •
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Trailer Sway Control — Works in tandem with 

ESC to help improve handling in adverse 

towing conditions caused by crosswinds and 

traffic

• • •

U C O N N E C T®  M U LT I M E D I A

—  Alpine® Premium Audio system with 9 

speakers and subwoofer and 506-watt amp
• • •

UConnect® 8.4 Navigation • • •

G R O U P S  A N D  PA C K A G E S

Electronics Convenience Group — Includes 

Remote Keyless Enter-N-Go™ and 230V aux 

power

O O O

Leather Interior Group — Includes Nappa 

leather-trimmed seating, heated front seats 

and 8-way power driver’s seat with power 

4-way lumbar

O O

Luxury Group — Includes Nappa leather-

trimmed seating with perforated inserts, 

ventilated front seats, memory presets, HID 

headlights and rain-sensing windshield wipers

O

Park Assist — Includes power-folding exterior 

mirrors with courtesy lights, supplemental 

turn signals, and ParkSense® Front and Rear 

Park Assist (Optional on FWD, standard on 

4x4)

O • O

Safety & Security Group — Includes security 

alarm, remote start system, rain-sensing 

windshield wipers, HID headlights, auto 

headlights, headlamp washers and auto 

headlight levelling

O O O
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I N T E R I O R ,  c o n t i n u e d

—  Power 8-way driver seat and power 

4-way driver lumbar adjust (packaged 

with Comfort/Convenience Group or with 

Leather Interior Group on Longitude and 

Trailhawk)

OP OP •

—  Heated front seats (packaged with Leather 

Interior Group on Longitude and Trailhawk)
OP OP •

—   Front-passenger forward fold-flat seat with  

underseat cushion storage
• • •

Seats, 2nd-row — 60/40 folding seat, with  

fore/aft adjustment
• • •

Steering wheel — Leather-wrapped, with 

speed control
• • •

— Tilt/telescoping steering column • • •

Wireless charging pad (in upper tray of 

floor console storage); requires Electronics 

Convenience Group

O O

S A F E T Y  &  S E C U R I T Y

Adaptive Cruise Control (packaged with 

Technology Group)
OP OP

Airbags — (7 total) Advanced multi-stage, 

driver and front-passenger, supplemental 

front seat side, supplemental side curtain 

front/rear and driver inflatable knee-bolster

• • •

Blind Spot Monitoring — Notifies driver of 

vehicles travelling in the blind spot using 

illuminated icons in the exterior rearview 

mirrors. If the turn signal is engaged when 

a vehicle is in the blind spot, an audible 

chime will sound (packaged with Technology 

Group)

OP OP

• = Standard   O = Optional   OP = Optional as part of a package
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Technology Group — Includes Advanced 

Brake Assist, heated mirrors with integrated 

turn signals, approach and courtesy lamps, 

rain-sensing windshield wipers, LANESENSETM 

Lane Departure Warning, Automatic High-

Beam Headlight Control, Forward Collision 

Warning with Crash Mitigation, Adaptive 

Cruise Control, ParkSense Front and Rear 

Park Assist System, Blind Spot Monitoring, 

ParkView Rear Back-up Camera, Rear Cross-

Path Detection, and ParkSense Parallel/

Perpendicular Park Assist (must have 

Comfort/Convenience Group)

O O

Trailer Tow Group — Includes auxiliary 

transmission oil cooler, trailer tow wiring 

harness, heavy-duty engine cooling with 3.2 

engine, and Jeep rack off-road accessory kit 

on Trailhawk

• • •
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Jeep® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.

The information contained in this brochure is provided as is and without any warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, including but not limited to, implied warranties of satisfactory quality, fitness for a particular purpose and/or correctness. 
The contents of this brochure are for general information purposes only and do not constitute advice. Fiat Chrysler Automobiles US LLC does not represent or warrant that the information and/or specifications contained in this brochure are accurate, 
complete or current and specifically stipulate that certain vehicle details and specifications contained in this brochure may differ in available models. Therefore, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles US LLC does not make any warranties or representations 
regarding the use of the content, details, specifications or information contained in this brochure in terms of their correctness, accuracy, adequacy, usefulness, timeliness, reliability or otherwise, in each case to the fullest extent permitted by law.


